ITANAGAR, July 13: Security scenario in the state is set to pick up with the Governor Gen J J Singh pitching for night patrolling in the Capital Complex.

The call was given by the Governor in a meeting with the DGP in-charge Tashi Lama at Raj Bhawan here this evening that reviewed law & order issues concerning the State.

The meeting discussed the pros and cons of state’s law & order and ways to improve it to give a genial and peaceful atmosphere.

Reviewing the law & order situation, the Governor was specific on strengthening of police patrolling and Nakas at sensitive points in the capital complex during night time to ensure the security of the common people.

Expressing concern on the prevailing law & order condition during night posing a threat to the tourism sector, he called upon the senior police officials to chalk out strict modalities to prevent all unlawful activities from taking place against innocent citizens, including tourists and outsiders.

Giving out a firm message to the people, the Governor asserted that the law of the land will be upheld and all the culprits involved in the anti-social activities would be made to face the consequences.

Emphasizing the need to promote tourism as a source of sustainable economy, he batted for creating tourist-friendly environment in the state to facelift the sector.

Reviewing the situation in Tirap and Changlang districts, he asked the Police department to update their intelligence database and called for motivating the ‘misguided’ youths to join the mainstream for their better future by rehabilitating them through the state’s surrender policy.

Capital SP Hibu Tamang was also present during the meeting.
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